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IF O R E W O R D
This Low Energy Stage Study was performed by Vought Corporation
under NASA Contract NAS8 -32710 for Marshall Space Flight Center from
September 1977 through August 1978. The prime objective of the study
was to determine the most cost effective approaches for placing automated
payloads into low energy F.r_rth orbits. These payloads are injected irto
circular or f.11iptical orbits of different inclinations with energy re-
quirements in the range of capability between that of the Space Shuttle
standard orbit a_i titude (2.96 km) and of the Shuttle with a Spinning Solid
Upper Stage (SSUS-D). The study results are documented in five volumes:
Volume I	 Executive Summary
Volume II
	 Requirements and Candidate Propulsion Modes
Volume III	 Conceptual Design, Interface Analyser, Flight
and Ground Operations
Volume IV	 Cost Benefit Analysis and Recommendations
Volume V	 Program Study Cost Elements and Appendices
Inquires regarding the study should be addressed to the following:
• Claude C. (Pete) Priest	 • A. I. Sibila
NASA-Marshall Space Flight Center 	 Vought Corporation
Attention: PSO4	 P.O. Box 2105907
Huntsville, Alabama 35812	 Dallas, Texas 75265
Telephone: (205) 453-2791 	Telephone: (214) 266-4451
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1.0	 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The overall objective of this study was to determine the most cost
effective approach for placing automated payloads into low energy earth orbit.
There are many payloads destined for circular and elliptical orbits with
energy requirements significantly lower than that provided by the smallest
currently-planned Shuttle upper stage, SSUS-D. In addition the Shuttle user
charge policy places emphasis on short length and light weight installations.
The transfer of a payload from the Shuttle to a destination orbit of higher
altitude and/or a different inclination involves propulsion, attitude control,
payload separation, and airborne support equipment (ASE). Two impulses are
required-, one at perigee and one at apogee and in opposite directions. This
study examines the most economic method of launching such low-energy payloads
from the Shuttle. The payload delivery requirements were based oi, a mission
model provided by NASA and incorporated payloads of the Space Transportation
System 487 model applicable to the low energy regime. The model also included
Scout class and some DoD payloads. The model was comprised of 129 payloads
launched over the time period of 1980 through 1991.
The cost to launch all payloads of the model were derived using both
NASA existing/planned launch approaches as well as new propulsion concepts.
The existing/planned approaches encompassed the Shuttle integral OMS, OMS
kits, recoverable Teleoperatcr Retrieval System, MMS PM-II propulsion module
(expendable), SSUS-D, SSUS-A, and Scout. New propulsion approaches, including
associated airborne and ground support equipment, were designed to meet the
low-energy regime requirements. Candidate new propulsion approaches considered
were solid (tandem, cluster, and controlled), solid/liquid combinations and
all-liquid stages.
The study results showed that the most economical way to deliver
the 129 low energy payloads is basically with a new modular, short liquid
bipropellant, stage system for the large majority cf the payloads. For the
remainder of the payloads use the Shuttle with integral OMS and the Scout
from WTR for a few specialized payloads until the Shuttle becomes oDp,-ational.
at WTR.
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2.0	 'STUDY APPROACH
The approach used in conducting the study is outlined in Figure 1.
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FIGURE 1 STUDY TASK FLOW
In Task 1 the mission model was examined and referenced missions established.
The various propulsion modes were established in Task 2 and a preliminary
screening performed to reduce the number of approaches to be considered in
subsequent tasks. In Task 3 conceptual designs were derived for the more
promising new propulsion concepts selected in the Task 2 screening. Inter-
face analysis and flight and ground operations were investigated in Tasks 4
and 5 sufficient to determine the magnitude of the job and the manpower re-
gnirements in order to arrive at costs. In Task 6 combinations of the
existing/planned Shuttle upper stages were combined with new propulsion
concepts to derive the most cost effective way to deliver the payloads of
the mission model into the required orbits. Recommendations, schedules, and
`	 funding plans were derived in Task 7.
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Significant guidelines and assumptions that were used in the study
Fire as follows:
• Vission bbdel restricted to payloads with energy requirtments
less than that of SSUS-D. Geosynchronous transfer orbits were
excluded.
• Operational period from early 1980's to 1991.
• Investigation was limited to expendable propulsion systems
with the exception of the Teleoperator Retrieval 2yst•m.
• Electrical propulsion systems were excluded from the study.
• Liquid and solid chemical propulsion and hybrid systems were
considered in the study. Solid propellants were limited to
Class II.
• Space Transportation System phy:ical and operational data
were defined by JSC document 07700 Volume x V, Rev. E.
• Shuttle standard orbital altitude was 196 km (160 n.mi.) and
standard inclinations were 28.5 0 , 56 0 , 90, and 980.
• Study costs were derived in 1977 dollars.
• Shuttle operations begin at the Eastern Test Range in 1980
and at the Western Test Range in 1983.
<.0	 PAYLOAD DUDEL
The payload model launch schedule, Table 1, for the low encr ty study
incorporates NASA, U.S. Government/Civil, and foreign payloads from the Space
Transportai.ion System 487 model applicable to the low energy regime, as well
as unclassified low-energy DoD missions and Scout class payloads. The rm^lel
TABLE 1 PAYLOAD MISSION MODEL
Payload Type
Launch Schedule
80 81 82 83 84 8 1) 85 87 88 89 90 91 Total ^,
N ASA 2 5 5 7 3 10 4 7 6 8 &7
U S	 Govt/Civil 1 6 3 6 4 6 3 25
Foreign 1 1 2 1 2 4 '.1
DoD 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 21T
Scout Class 3 1	 3 4 1 11
Total 3 3 8 9 8 11 11 17 13 15 14 17 129
ETR Launches 4 4 3 4 3 8 1	 3 7 4 6 46
WTR Launches 4 5 1	 7 8 8 10 6 10 11 72
Scout Launches 3 3 4 1 11
3
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also defined each payload mass, size, and required orbital altitudes and
inclinations. The resulting energy requirements for thi%3e payloads are de-
fined in the next section on propulsion requirements.
The payloads vary from small automated spacecruft to large free-
flying observatories. Destination orbits vary from altitudes of a few hun-
dred kilometers to over several thou:,ai7d kilometers with inclinations from
2.9 to more than 100 degrees. All the missions had destination orbits above
the Shuttle standard orbit and over 60 had orbit inclinations that were
different than the .`shuttle standard launch inclinations.
4.0	 PROPULSION R.EQUIREKE14TS
A muss-velocity map of the energy requirements for the payloads in
the payload model is shown in Figure 2. The curved upper limit of the low
energy regime shown is the energy capability of the SSUS-D. The vertical
line limit is derived as the velocity requirement of 3650 m/sec to deliver a
payload to equatorial orbit from the ETR 28.5 0 inclination launch with a
circular orbit altitude of 1111 km. This energy produces an equatori>l orbit
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tit the lower fringes of the Van Allen Belt and is considered to be a reason-
able upper velocity limit for the low energy regime. All other payload
inclinations have AV requirements less tnan this 28.5 0 limi+ when launched
from the ahuttle standard inclinations of 28.5°, 56 °, 90, tsnd 980 . The
1983 initial operational date at WTR was considered in establishing these
limits as there were no payloads requiring polar type Shuttle launched orbits
prior to 1983 except for Scout class payloads.
The velocity requirements for any given payload of the model is that
required to transfer from the Shuttle standard orbit to the peyload destina-
tion orbit altitude and inclination starting at the closest of the four
standard Shuttle launch inclinations. The velocity required to deliver each
of the payloads of the mission model is plotted in Figure 2 at its correspond-
ing payload mass. The numbers associated with each point are a designation
system established early in the study to permit identificatior of the pay-
loads. Each of the 51, points shown represent a mission payload class with
wultiple payloads for many of the y: which result in the 129 payload launches
listed in Table 1. Payloads No. 52 and 53, shown as solid points, represent
several Scout class payloads launched from ETR into polar orbits and point
49 is a Scout class payload launched into sun synchronous orbit from ETR.
The resulting velocity requirements are high but these will be greatly re-
duced when W'rR is operational (e.g., payload No. 52 requires only 1+00 m/sec
from WTR compared to 4300 m/sec if launched from F.M ). Approaches to
handling these relatively high energy requirements are included in the study.
	
5.0	 CANDIDATE PROPULSION AFPROACHES
	
5.1	 Candidate Existing/Planner? Approaches
Of the five upper stage systems shown in Table 2 that are being
considered for the Shuttle, the top 4 were considered in this st.uciy, along,
with the Scout expendable launch vehicle. The 2 and 4-tank versions of TRS
were considered in a retrievable mode. The MMS 111-II was considered in ex-
pendable mode for those payloads that were designated as NINE payloads .
Adaptations of both SSUS-A and SSUS-D were considered. The inertial upper
stage (ILTS) was much too large for the payloads of the low energy re gime and
was not considered.
Possible use of the expendable launch vehicle upper stages, shown
ii in the bottom portion of Table 2, were also considered. however, none
i•
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appeared attractive for the reasons noted and were not considered further in
the ;-study.
TABLE 2 EXISTING/PLANNED APPROACHES
t Pper Stag" Name Length Dla. StageWt °	 111TJsec Hes He$ Remarks
n
M(ft) mlff) k	 (lbl (fvs*c) ACS AKM
♦
t
^t M	 r 7R3 28 3 048 41W 1000 yes Yee Consider as Retrievable Yl.. 194) 11u0) 19.156) {32611
-- ^^ 30+8 2125 1207 516 Yes Ves Consider PM it
^..I MMS/PkAU (100, (1?1 ( 2. 11.671) (
	
Module as Expendable9TS ___... , _ —
SSUS-0 1 103169) 1 . 402 1936 No Consider an AdoptionuV pe 'Stapes 2452 No(46) (4268( (8.0431
(	 , SSUS-A 2 225 1 554 3743 3:186 No No Consider an Adap:ronJ^ (73; (S 1) I8251I (11.110)
V	 I \ lub 4.612 3 110 14.515 6248 yes Yee Too Large for Lee R^Ims-;^ (Two-Stage, 11191 (101) {32,0001 120.5001 Not Considered Further\
Burnet 2.106 1 615 1125 1560 Yes yes None Avsilabie uses H20211 A 91^7 (53) 124801 15.1181 Not Considered Further
ELV Yee3 444 1 615 2016 2458 Yee Long for Energy ComparedUCDM ^}/U Block 5DI (113) (5.3) (4,414) (8.064j To Sp inning Star 48 -
Steger Not Considered Furthe r
t3PS 3 383 1.433(4.7)
2438 2613
291
No or G&C, LongGY
No AC S
Not Considered
  r
yes(111) (5.3751 02
Further
Satellite 2 489 3 048 2825 926 yes Yes
Bus Concept. Long, Low
1
COntrol
Secaon
(g 11 (1001 F	 ?H;
,
3 O ei
r r 1
Mess Fraction -
Not Considered Further
(1) Velocity Capability for LOCO kg (2 205 Ib) Payload
5.2	 Candidate New Propulsion Approaches
A variety of new propulsion approaches were considered including
solids, solid/liquids, and liquids, as shown in Table 3. Some of the advantp.ges
and disadvantages of each approach are listed in the table and are summarized
in the following comments. Tandem solid stages have high performance and the
hardware is eva.ilable, but long stages would result in higher Shuttle user
charges. In addition, the impulses are fixed, resulting in requirement for
relatively large numbers of motors and energy management. Efficient packaging
of off-the-shelf technology and hardware of clustered solid motors are partially
offset by relatively inefficient impulse variability and a potentiLlly
serious thrust imbalance problem. Liquid quench and pintle nozzle versions
of controlled solid systems were considered because of their inherent effi-
cient packaging, flexibility, and high performance. However, they require
considerable development and qualification and represent a technology risk.
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TABLE 3 CANDIDATE NEW PROPULS10% '1PPPOACHES
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'OTAL 3.
The liquid control (hybrid) concept is still further behind in development
and was not considered. While the disadvantages of a solid/liquid 2-stage
concept appears to outweigh advantages, a liquid/solid stage used later in
the study showed potential to cover the upper limits of the low enerpy
 regime
:snd this configuration was considered. Both monopropell:.nt and bipropellant
liquid propulsion concepts were considered.
Despite eome of the limitations of these new candidate concepts, a
number 1;f approaches for each concept, as shown in the table, were considered.
A total of 35 approaches were investigated; in addition, several variations
of some approaches were considered resulting in a total of 53 configura-
tions investigated. A :oncnptual sketch of each configuration was developed
in sufficient detail to locate components and subsystems in order to verify
weight and balance requirements, to assure a feasible stage, and to determine
external dimensions. A weight summary was derived for each configuration.
The performance capabilities in terms of AV were determined for comparison
jwith the low energy regime requirements.
r
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	6.0	 INITIAL SCREENING - NEV PROPULSION APPROACHES
	
6.1
	
Reference Missions
The new npproaches listed In Table 3 were screened in order to
reduce the 35 approaches w a more manageable number for later design
refinement in Section 7.0, and for comparison wit!; existing/planned systems
in Section 6.0. The basis for the screening wuH a combined cost/risk
analysis.
Since all propulsion approaches may not necessarily cover the entire
low energy payload regime and also In order to reduce the number of payloads
to be considered for each approach, payloads were grouped into six areas as
illustrated in Figure 3. Reference Mission payload points (A,B,C,D,E,F)
were chosen to represent each area. These points were determined such that
A
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FIGURE 3 REFERENCE N1I9SION DEFINITIONS
a propulsion concept capturing a given Reference Mission will have sufficient
energy to handle the specific payloads within the area. The numbers in
Figure 3 indicate the number of payloads included in each area, based on a
version of the mission model used early in the study. Typical length, dia-
meter, weight, and orbital characteristics representative of the payloads in
each Reference Mission area were derived as shown in Table 4.
8
TABLE 4 REFERENCE MISSION CHARACTERISTICS
Reference Mission A` B C D E F
No Payloads 17 38 32 22 6 111
Orbit Altitude (kmllnCl ) 500/28.5'
1000'
970
11100/
57°
577!
96.50
1111/
'1.90
1000/
97 5°
Weig,h t	 -	 kg 10000 3000 1000 200 170 200
Length — m 135 9 3 1 8 1 8 I A
Diameter — m 4 5 4 4 5 1 4 1 4 i	 •^
6.2	 First Screening
With this simplification, the capability of the new I)rr)pulsion
approaches to meet the energy requirementb of each Reference Mission %as
determined. Costs were estimated for each approach consisting of the stage
unit production cost plus the Shuttle user charge for the stage and pay-
load. For simplicity in this first screening analysis the development,
program maintenance, operational, and ASE costs were not assessed. The
jtage unit costs were built up from subsystem estimates based largely on the
RCA PRICE costing system along with vendor quotes and Vought experience.
:he Shuttle user charges for the stage and payload were taken from the STS
;;sera 1 '	 •ok escalated to 1977 dollars with a resulting $21.3V charge per
dedi- • .ed Shuttle launch. The user charge for each stage and Vayload were
then determined using a 75' load factor and length or weight, whichever was
critical. A summary of the costs to launch ee.c:h Reference Mission payload
for the various propulsion approaches considered is shown iL Table 5 ranked
by cost order.
6.3
	
Second Screening
Table 5 shows that the lowest cost approach for each Reference
Mission is a different system which would entail undesirable development of
many systems. It is noted that the cost differential of the top six or eight
approaches for each Reference Mission is not great. Accordingly, all of the
upper ranked approaches were examined to determine which logical combinations
of systems might satisfy all Reference Missions. One such typical combina-
tion, shown in the heavy outli.ned boxes, might be some version of a liquid
system together with a SSUS-L or SSUS-A for the higher energy Reference
Missions E and F. Another might be the modular solid flatpack for the lower
energy missions together with a SSUS-U/STAR 37F for ttie high energy mission.
a.
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TABLE 5 COST RANKING FOR PROPULSION APPROACHES
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The Orbiter with its integral OMS tanks was included in the majority of the
combinations because it provides the most economical .eal.s for launching the
large observatories a nd telescopes associated with Neference Mission A. Some
of the lower cost coiauinations are listed in the rigit hand column of Figure 4.
Costs for each combination were detemined using a somewhat greater
in—depth costing procedure. The unit costs previously used were adjusted for
quantity buys based on the number of payloads each combination can handle.
The development costs of stage and ASE and the program maintenance costs were
also added. The flight operations and GSE costs were not expected to be
greatly different for the various approaches and were not included. The costs
were accumulated as total program costs, i.e., the slue of development costs,
unit cost times the number of payloads captured by each approach, and the
annual sustaining costs times years of operation. The resulting program
costs for the top ten propulsion approach combinations are cost ranked in
bar chart form in Fi(^)re 4.
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Approxim&tely 25% of the total costs of a given combination are
directly a function of the propulsion approach with 75% Rttributable to the
Shuttle user charge for the payloads. The propulsion approach costs amount
to about $4',,0M f'or the lowest cost combination number 2. Costs within 100
of this were considered to be essentially equal and therefore a benefits
analysis was performed for those combinations falling within this band to
adjust the ranking for final selection of the propulsion approaches. The
new propu l sion approaches selected for benefits analyses were the modular
monopropellant, the modular bipropellant, the flatpack, and the clustered
Star 17.
6.4	 Risk/Benefits Analysis
f
Mission capture, accuracy, and risk were the benefit factors
evaluated for these four lower cost propulsion approaches. The modular
monopropellant and the modular bipropellant ranked high in benefits and were
the top choices for new propulsion approaches. The flatpack and the clustered
solids suffered because of greater development risk compared to liquid systems
w due to potential unsymetrical multi-motor thrust alignment and thrust b!rildup,
and reliability of multi-motor arrangements.
f `	 11
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The initial screening of the new propulsion approaches is summarized
in Figure 5. As indicated, the modular moncpropellant and modular bipropellant
were selected for conceptual design in Section 7.0. Also carried forward into
conceptual design were the SSUS-D and SSUS-A adaptations as first stage perigee
kick boosters.
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	7.0	 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
The selected biprcpellant and monopropellant approaches were refined
and conceptual designs established. The primary efforts addressed were
refinement of the subsystems and conceptual design of an operational system
fcr each of the selected concepts. The feasibility of using the propulsion
system in an integrated payload/propulsion mode was also assessed.
	
7.1	 Refinement of Subsystems
In this phase of the conceptual design of the bipropellant and
monopropellant stages each of the major subsystems was reviewed in greater
depth than in the conceptual sketches derived in Section 5.2. A summary of
the major subsystem characteristics is presented in Table 6 and discussion
of some of the highlights is given in the paragraphs below.
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TABLE 6 SUBSYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
BIPROPELLANT MONOPROPELLANT
MODULAR TUPULAR ALUMINUM OPFN TRUSS MODULARITYSTRUCTURE PERMITS ASSEMBLING 2.4. AND S TANK VERSIONS
FUEL N204 / MMH	 r	 N2H4
1 - MAROUARDT OF 40A	 '4	 ROCTET RESEARCkt-OP IA
MAIN THRUSTER 3880N 1872 Ib})	 1104 623N (240 Ib11 EACH
^UPITER(SHUTTLE RCS MOTOR)	 /SATURN 77 RCS MOTORS
SYSTEM SPECIFIC IMPULSE 2746N	 ssclkg (2901b1	 sACllbm)	 2157N • setlkp (2201bf - sos/Ibm)
T 7 - MARQUARDT R -4W SEOUENTIAi MODULATIONRCS SYSTEM 445N (1001b11 OF MAIN THRUSTERS(APOLLO/LEM MOTORS)
PRESSURE SYSTEMINC
	
LARGER TANKS THAN STANDARD S.
PRESSURANT TANKS STANDARD SPHERICAL_T_ANKS
	
SIZES REO_UIRED__
PROPELLANT TANKS ARDE CONOSPHERICAL. NINO STABILIZED. METAL DIAPHRAGMPOSITIVE EXPULSION
CONIC MODEL 8 WATTS	 BAND TRANSMITTER WITH 4DATA SYSTEM
_ OMNI DIRECTIONAL TECOM INDUSTRIES, INC. ANTENNAS
GUIDANCE SYSTEM INERTIAL STABLIZATION UNIT (THREE - AXIS SYSTEM)
MULTI-LAYER INSULATION BLANKET COVERS VEHICLE. THERMAL
CONDUCTION RADIATOR COOLS THE TRANSMITTER INSULATEDTHERMAL PROTECTION TITANIUM SHIELDS FOR THRUSTER PLUME PROTECTION.
HEATERS FOR THRUSTERS.
AUTOMATICALLY ACTIVATED S00 WATT HOUR SILVERPOWER SYSTEM ZINC BATTERY_
IGNITION^.`bNTROL I,1^11TZ 6kUINS FININd CAPACITIGNITION CONTROL SWITCHING. TRANSISTORS, SAFEiARM RELAYS
Modular Structural ConcUt
The modular structural design illustrated in Figure 6 lends itse:,f
to a stage syst.Pm that can be adapted to a wide variety of payload sizes,
shapes and velocity requirements by varying the number of tanks. The alw7initm,
truss structural arrangement is efficient and provides easy access to compon-
ents. The system baseline, shown in Figure 7, is the eight-tank version used
for relatively heavy payloads or to meet the higher velocity requirements.
The four outer modules, made up of propellant and pressure tankage, plumbing,
and electrical ,onnections, are removed and the end plate supports, trans-
mitter and antennae are relocated to produce the same length four-tank version
for horizontally mounted payloads. Relocation of the upper and lower oxidizer
tank modules on an auxiliary structural frame produces a four-tank vertically
mounted version. This approach is illustrated in Figure 8 for the bipropellant
stages. The monopropellant approach is similar. In addition the symetry of
monopropellant propulaion tankage systems permit assembling a two tank version
to accnmmodate payloads with very low energy requirements.
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To accommodate the higher energy payloads, an adaptation of the
four-tank vertical versions of the low energy stage system to the SSUS-D for
vertical installation in the Orbiter cargo bay can be made. This is illus-
trated in Figure 9 for the bipropellant 4-tank vertical stage. This approach
allows the design of the basic modular system to better match the lower
region of the regime occupied by the majority of the payloads of the model
and yet be adaptable to the higher energy missions with little modifications.
Adaptation of the four-tank vertical version of the bipropella.nt stage to
the SSUS-A for horizontal installation in the Orbiter cargo bay is also shown
in igure 9. Similar adaptations of monopropellant stage systems to the
SSUS-A and SSUS-D were also established. Sufficient reaction control authority
was provided to fly the SSUS-A and SSUS-D adaptation in a non-spinning 3 -axis
stabilized mode.
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Propulsion System
The design philosophy for the modular approach dictated as much
commonality as practical between the different versions as well as the use
of as much qualified acid e)A sting hardware as possible, as indicated in
Table 6. The most critical energy requirements occurred in the 8-tank pay-
load groups, thus establishing propellant tank volume and hence physical
size of the vehicle. This same tank size was used for the 4-tank and two-
tank vehicles. Bipropellant vehicles with only 2 propellant tanks were not
considered due to the center of mass variation produced as fuel and oxidizer
of different specific weights are consumed. However, 50 percent propellant
off-load conditions were used for the very low energy bipropellant perfor-
mance and cost comparisons. The prepackaged propellant tanks were considered
to be loaded at the propellant manufacturer's loading facility and delivered
direct to the launch site in either 100 or 50 percent loaded condition as
required for the scheduled launch.
Guidance System
A 3 axis stabilization system with RCS control was chosen for
several reasons. First the majority of the payloads prefer not to be spun.
Also, the accuracy requirements of transfer and crbit insertion would be
difficult to meet with spinning systems. Ground checkout, balance, ASE, andt
i
r
	 16
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deployment from the Shuttle are mechanically simplier with a 3 axis stabilized
system. The type of guidance used in the study was a 3 axis strardown system
with a computer and is of a type similar to that considered for development
for the Scout launch vehicle.
7.2	 Weight Summary
The weights of principal confieurations of the monopropellant and
bipropellant stages are summarized in Table 'j along, with principal dimensions
of each stage.
TABLE 7 WEIGHT SUMMARY - kg (II))
MODULAR BIP_ROPELLANT MODULAR MONO PROPELLANT
• _-T kN K HO RIZ 8	 TANK HORIZ
_
2 - TANK HORIZ4 - TANK HOR IZ
STRUCTURE 123 100 152 106
PROPULSION
— TANKAGE & PLUMBING 473 247 671 245
— RCS THRUSTERS 10 10 - -
-- MAIN THRUSTERS 10 10 10 10
GUIDANCE & CONTROL 21 21 21 21
DATA MGMT &COMM 3 I	 3 3 3
POWER SYSTEM 28 28 30 24
IGNITICN CONTROL 6 6 6 6
TOTAL INERTS 674 425 1093 415
CONSUMABLES 1677 637 2412 594
STAGE IGNITION 2351 1262 3506 1009
(5183)
0.77
(2783)
0.77
(7729)
0.38
(2224)
0.88LENGTH - m
DIAMETER - m 3.96 2.69 4.11 2.62
7.3	 Performance
Modular iipropellant
Performance capabilities of this low ener gy^ , stege system are shown
in Figure 10 compares to the requirements of the payload model and the low
energy regime boundary 	 Capabilities of the horizontally mounted 4-tank
versions are shown with full fuel and with fuel off-loaded to 50% capacity
which is sufficient for many of the very low energy missions. The 4 and
5 tank versions of the bipropellant stage can cover a large portion of the
low energy regime and capture all but four of the mission model points (7
payloads). With the 4-tank version mounted on the SSUS-A and -D, the re-
mainder of the low energy regime can be covered which permits delivery of
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all payloads except No. 49 - the :a1ar Meso5 phere Explorer to be placed into
a sun synchro-aus orbit in 1981 from ETR. As will be shown later, it is
more economical to deliver this and other Scout Blass payloads with the Scout
launch vehicle prior to Shuttle becoming operational at WTH. Capabilities
of the three basic versions of the modular system (without SSUS-U or -A)
encompass 85% of the low energy regime area and cover all of the payload
model requirements after 1983 when WTR is operational.
Modular Monopropellant
Comparable performance capabilities of the monopropellariL t► (,age
system are shown in Figure 11. Tire two-tKnk and eight-tank versions accom-
modate all but 8 of the missions points (12 payloads) of the payload model.
After 1983 the capabilities of these monopropellant stages encompass the
requirements of all of the payloads of the model. If future payloads emerge
having higher energy requirements, an adaptation of the 2-tarik version to
the SSUS-D and SSUS-A will encompass essen , .ially the entire low energy regime.
7.4	 Integral Propulsion
A special task was conducted to investigate the use of an integral
propulsion system which would depend on the spacecraft to provide common
functions of guidance and attitude control commands, power, communications
and data handling,. This approach would permit removing these functions from
the basic stage. Three options were selected to scope the potential cost
variances. Options selected for this investigation Were: (1) one propulsion
system design tailored to the mission requirements of the payload model
and attached to the spacecraft structure; (2) several propulsion system
designs, each tailored to a specific class of the payloa(l model requirements
and attached to the spacecraft structure; (3) propulsion systems previ.ded by
a spacecraft contractor with propulsion and spacecraft components integrated
into a common structure.
The cost variance estimates for these options included the impact
on the spacecraft as well as the stage. Some stage cost reductions were off-
set by increased spacecraft contractor responsibility because the supporting
cost cannot be eliminated from the program. These supporting costs are:
integration, documentation, interface control, integrated test and simula-
tions, training, management, ground support equipment and operations support
cost. The cost for these items were escalated because they will not be a
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common one-time expense with many spacecraft contractors involved. For this
task 31 spacecraft types (103 spacecraft total) requiring a low energy stage
for transport from the Shuttle orbit to the spacecraft operational orbi t were
selected from the payload model of Table 1.
With these considerations, the following trend results present a
comparison of the options based cn the use of a bipropellant low energy stage
propulsion system. Option one, a potential cost savings o1' $102M to the
stage and a potential cost increase of $62M to the spacecraft for a net
potential savings of $2UM. Option two showed that cont reduction to th,
stage was equal to the cost increases for the spacecraft. Tt! savings for
options one and two do not consider that some planned spacecraft may not in-
clude, as a basic spacecraft design requirement, equipment that will provide
the necessary guidance, power and data functional requirements. Option three
showed a potential cost increase of $5 4014 due primarily to the prol!feration
of the large ti^lmber of different spacecraft manufacturers integrating and
producing their own propulsion systems.
While there are some cost savings indicated with option one, the
risk of some spacecraft not having the required functions available could
eesily off-set this advantage. As a result, the integrated propulsion
system approach was not considered further in the remainder of the study.
7.5	 Airborne ;support Equipment (ASE) Conce t eal Design
The spectrum of payload sizes to be accommodated by the ASE is shown
in Figure 12. It is apparent that it is possible to cantilever only the
smaller size payloads from the stage. Both existing/planned cradles, as well
as new concepts were exerained for compatibility and adaptability to the stage/
payload requirements. Applicable existing/planned cradle concepts considered
are shown in Figure 13 along with the percent of the payload model which each
cradle can accommcdate. Since less than 500 of the payload model could be
accommodated by any of these cradles and since, without Extensive redesign,
the larger eight tank versions of the modular stage concepts would not adapt
to these cradles, a new modular cradle concept was developed..
An evaluation of Shuttle user charge policy and stage and payload
characteristics established the following cradle design and cost drivers.
• Cradles should not add length to stage/payload combination
• Weight should be minimized
20
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	'.5.1	 Modular Cradle Concepts
The basic modular cradle concept derived (Figure 14) accommodates
: payloads up to 9 m long,. 4 m in diameter, and 4500 gk mass in both horizontal
and vertical arrangements. The larger payloads of the telescope class would
be self mounted with the stage attached on the end of the spacecraft. The
ASE concept is modular such that the components can be arranged in assemblies
to support a broad spectrum of payloads with 4-tank or 8-tank LE:, stager, in
a horizontal arrangement and the 4-tank version in the vertical position.
The assembly components consist primarily of fore and aft cradle units on
eKch end, a walking beam, and intermediate adjustable rod assemblies. De-
ployment mechanisms - either mechanical springs or motor-driven scissors-
lack electromechanical units - are located under the combined center of
gravity of the payload plus stage. The Remote Maneuvering System (FMS) can
also be used for deployment. Typical payload ani stage arrangements with
the d- and 4-tank horizontal and 4-tank vertical cradle assemblies are stxwn
in figure 15. This cradle system supports the spacecraft and stage as a unit
throughout Shuttle launch and payload deployment. The stage is separated
from the spacecraft alter delivery to the desired orbit. This support concept
does require a strong point on the spacecraft approximately at the center of
gravity. This is not considered to impose a severe restraint on spacecraft
design since most of them have not been designed in detail and will require
some mode of support in any event.
The SSUS-D and SSUS-A cradles were found to be compatible with the
modular stage adaptations as shown in Figure 16. The only modification re-
quired to the SSUS cradles is to deactivate the spin table functions. De-
ployment would utilize the existing SSUS mode of spring separation cr the RMS.
	
7.5.2	 Avionics Airborne S upport Equipment
Typical contr:)l, display and avionic ASE that provides interface of
stage/cradle assembly/avionics to the payload accommodations equipment consists
of the following equipment:
a Control and Monitor Panel
e Cradle Power Control Unit
e Cradle Signal/Data Interface Unit
l	
e Cradle Deployment Mechanisms Unit
l[	 a high Gain Antenna and Receiver
22
4 SANK VERTICAL
• Cable Plant and Cradle Harnesses
The controls, displays, avionic ASE and cable harness integration and inter-
faces with payload accommodations equipment are shown in Figure 17.
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7.6	 Ground Operations
A ground operations flow for a low energy stage at the field
site, shown in Figure 18, represents the major activities performed from com-
pletion of receiving, uncrating and inspection of the preserviced fuel tanks
and ordnance devices to preparation and the installation in the Orbiter cargo
bay. This Flow was used to derive timeline allocations for each task and to
define support requirements such as personnel, equipment and facilities for
cost estimating in later tasks. Each of these tasks, along with consistent
timelines, were evaluated for manpower and skill loading at field site. A
field team equipped with proper personnel/ skills was estimated to be 18 men.
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7.6.1	 Ground :iupport Equipment
Aral,y,sis of ground operations flow and the resulting processing
timelines was lerformed to identify support equi.poent requirements when
installation occirs at the Orbiter processing facility o r at the pad. The
equipment is listed in Table B. A mobile flat bed assembly concept, illus-
trated in Figure 19, was developed for (1) assembly of the ASE cradle, low
energy stage and payload, (2) checkout of the.ae elements of the Shuttle
payload, and (3) transport to either the Vertical Processing, Facility or
the Orbiter Processing Facility.
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TABLE 8 GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
ITEM DESCRIPTION
RLQUIfitMEN1 --
FACTORY	 FIE
CHECKOUT
1 Guidance and Control Test Set x x
2 TDY-43 Computer Test Set x x
3 Telemetry Te ► t Set x x
4 Test Battery Simulator x x
5 Pytotechnic Test Load Simul a tor x x
6 Thruster Test Load Simulator x x
7 Portable GHe Serviciny Cart	 ( wit:. — cessories. x x
Audio GHe Spectrometer x x
9 ASE/Avionics Simulator x x
10 Umbilical Simulator x x
11 Cab1e6 and CaLle Plant x A
12 Elect rical /E)ectrunic Test Equipment x x
13 Control and Monitor Panel x
14 Electra Explosivu Devices Test Equipment	 (GFE) x
HANDLING TWISPORTIN I ; AND ASSEMBLY
15 Shippinq Ccntainers x x
16 Mobile Flat Bed Assembly x
17 Hoist Sling	 for Tanks > x
ld Turn Over Hoist Sling for LES x x
19 Hoist	 Sling	 for	 Vertical	 Life of	 Payload	 at	 %T A T' x
20 Fork Lift	 (GFE) x
21 Truck	 (GFE) x
ti Cradle Assembly x
13 Multi-Mission Support Equi pment	 I r FE) x
24 huist Sling	 for	 LES x x
25 LES Hand)iny/Assembly Doily x
26 Hydroset x x
MISCELLANEOUS
27 Hand Tools x x
20 Satety Lquipment x x
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8.0
	 FINAL SCREENING AND SELECTION
b.l
	
Approach
1 The final screening and selection of the most cost-effective system
to accommodate the low energy payloads was accomplished by a comprehensive
cost analysis.	 The candidate approaches used in this analysis were derived
from previous sections and are summarized in Table 9.
Since no single approach appears capable of economically handling
all payloads of the mi sion model, the methodology used was to compare total
life cycle costs of various combinations of approaches, or scenarios.
	 Each
1
approach in a given combination was chosen such that it would handle a logi-
cal group of payloads within the mission model most economically.
	 This pro-
cedure is similar to that used in Secticn 6.0 in the initial screening of new
propulsion systems.	 Life cycle costs include development, unit production,
ASE, ,Shuttle users charge for both delivery mode and payload, and special
costs (such as retrieval and refurbishment costs for the TRS reusable stage).
The overall procedural steps in the final screening and selection
r
consist of (1) defining existing/planned systems costs, 	 (2) deriving new pro-
.
pulsion system costs, 	 (3) establishing logical scenario groupings and resultant,
costs, and (4) comparison of scenario costs and selection of lowest cost.
systems.
8.2	 Existing/Planned Approaches
The costs for exist ing/plenned systems are given in Table 10. This
information was obtained from NASA manuals and documents, and from cognizant
NASA sources for special cases. All costs used were verified by the Contracting
Officer Representative.
8.3
	
New Propulsion Approaches
8.3.1	 Costing Methodology
In Section 6.0 the new propulsion approaches were t.arrowed down to
 modular bipropellant and monopropellant liquid stages. Conceptual designs
of +hese stages and adaptation to existing solids were carried out in Section
7.0. This task also defined ASE, GSE, and operations requirements. With
this background information the costs of the two new systems were derived
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TABLE 9 CANDIDATE' APPROACHES SUWARY
TYPE AFFROACH APPROACH SOURCE
•	 INTEGRAL Obi (BASIC ORBITER WITH( "T
OMB KITS)
•	 BASIC ORBITER WITH ONE KITS
E)QSTING/PLANNED •	 PM II	 (I•54.0 SECTION 5.1
•	 TRS
•	 SSUS-D; SSLU-A
•	 SCOUT
NEW STAGES •	 LIQUID MONOFROPELLAP'T SECTION 6.0
•	 LIQUID BIPROPELLAIT
TABLE 10 BASIC COSTING DATA — EXISTING/PLANNED SYSTEMS
USE COS- -- -	 ^^--
LL'WrF i+FIGHT FF.R	 ELI(}' !RIIT
	
C(,ST
I
REMARKS
APPROACH m _ Kg_ $M aM _
OW Kits
1 2.745 7401 .6 - Includes use and serial
2 2.745 13379 1.6 - impact costs,
? 2.745 19537 2.6 -
TRS (Reusable) Includes retrieval and
2 Tank 2.13 2718 .54 - refurbish cost. See Note
4 Tank 2.13 4329 .6 - 1 for additional program
maintenance costs
IM-II
1.52 613 98 See Note 1 for addition-(Expendable) al program maintenance
costs.
SSUS-D 2.20 1754 l.2 2.43 Use coat includes
SSW-A 2.6 3770 1.2 3.64 mission analysis and
launch services.
SCi:UP Included Annual Program
W"R - - 3.82 In Use Maintenance rest = $14.81M
San Marco - - 4.A2 Cost Additional cost for
fifth stage - $.SM.
Basic Lluttle LE,OTII OR WEI(3IT LOAD FA(,"POR $21.83M Additional nharge for non-
User Charge x75 standard altitude or
inclination = $.2M
NOTE i t	 :	 T'rogram D4tinter.ance Cy sts - Annual Sustaining	 =	 1.0 M
Annual Field Operations 	 -	 $	 ,6, M for each lavuich site
Unit Field Operations	 =	 $ .31M for each stage launched
*Vertical installed bay length
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F
and comparisons made.
Hardware component and subsystems quotes obtained from vendors
constituted about 80 of new stage unit costs. The RCA PRICE costing system
with itis extensive data files of equipment and development costs was used
to estimate and organize the costing of systems. These costs were then
reviewed by Vought Engineering, Manufacturing, and Costing Representatives
and in some cases adjustments were made to the mechanized cost evaluation
techniques. A WBS structure was utilized to accumulate costs in order to
maintain consistency. DDT&E costs of the modular new low energy stage systems
concepts reflect commonality of subsystem3 and components. Development and
acquisition of three sets of ASE and GSF (ETR, WTR, and spare) was included
in DDT&E costs. Operations costs included costs to maintain operations at
the contractors facilities and in the field and included both unit operation
and annual costs. Shuttle charges escalated to 1977 dollars were consistent
with those in the STS Users Handbook and Reimbursement Guide with two excep-
tions: a WTR staiviard Shuttle inclination of 98 0 was uLed instead of 1041,
and a Shuttle charge for a non-strndard orbit of $0.2M was included.
8.3.2	 New Propulsion Approach Selection
Costs derived for the modular bipropellant and monopropellant stages
as outlined above are summarized in Table 11. The total costs are essen-
tially the same for the bipropellant and monopropellant systems. Cost to
develop and produce the monopropellant system is less primarily because of
the dual use of the four thrusters for main propulsion a:,, reaction control.
However, the great--r length and heavier weight of this system (due tc lower
specific impulse) results in a higher Shuttle user charge. The two systems
were considered essentially equal :'rom the standpoint of total cost,
development risk, accuracy, and Shuttle operations. The bipropellant system
has a larger low energy regime payload capture, uses the cargo bay more
efficiently, and has a greater potential for growth. For these reasons the
bipropellant stage was selected for evaluation with existing/planned propul-
sion approaches in the remainder of the study.
I
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TABLE 11 COSTING DATA — NEW PROPULSION APPROACHES
(1977 -- VA)
— -	 MODULAR MODULAR
01PROPLLLANT M::MOPROM. IAMT
Y . `b -RECUN R I Ni:
Basic S age $.,0.70M $17.50M
ASE Der 1, Prod.	 3 Sets j 5.WM j 5.40M
Total DME $.16.10M j::.90M
RECURRING
Unit Production $2.13M - M Tank jr.ovM - 8 Tank
j1.76M - 4 Tank $1.13M - 2 Tank
SHVTTLF USER CHARGE CATA
Length T7 m 11crliontal .8C m Horizontal
1.70 m Vertical 1.70 m vertical
Wight 2351 kg - B Tank 3506 kA - 8 Tank
0126: kg - 4 :ank 1009 kg - 2 lFu k
! • Rlx;[iAM MAIN'.ENA.tiCE
Annual :,untaicing
Operations $ l . 08M Seuo.•
Each Launch E	 .31M ilnm•
Annual ETR $	 . t'.'M Snm..
Annual W1R j	 .62M Sam.•
0
A 50% off-load bipropellant hav perfnrmano• e equivalect to the two tni4
monopropellant and weighs 847 kg,
	8.1;	 Final Selection
In this section comparisons are conducted of combinations of exist-
ing/planned and new propulsion approaches and a final selection made. Each
combination groups various propulsion approaches into logical operational
arrangements in order to determine the most economical method of accommoda-
ting the low energy payload missions. There are a large number of possible
combinations but experience gained in making cost comparisons during the
study permitted choosing likely low cost combinations without resorting to
extensive matrices of combinations. The costs used for comparisons were
total program costs over the 12 year period 1985-1991 to launch all 129 pay-
loads of the mission model. Costs included development where applicable,
production, operations, and Shuttle user charges for both stage and payload.
	
8.4.1
	 Special Low and High Velocity Requirements
It was apparent early in the study that those payloads in the upper
left corner of the low energy regime, Figure 2, are mostly telescopes and
other large spacecraft that will probably require dedicated launches. These
k
I.
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payloads can be delivered to their desired orbits uirectly by the Orbiter
with integral OMS. Consequently, this forms the lowest cost approach for
this class of payloads since the use of a stage to achieve the desired
destination orbits from a standard Shuttle 296 km orbit would be more costly
than the nominal $0.2M charge for a non-standard orbit. As a result, the
Orbiter "Integral OMS" was used as a basic element of all combinations for
those large payloads in this category.
The high energ:.• requirements of the Scout class payloads were also
examined. The options for launching these payloads are compared in Table 12.
The second mode would require elliptical Shuttle orbits which may not be
realistic for the shared flight costs shown. With the mission model launch
rate the Scout ELV is the lowest cost approach for the higher energy payloads.
After VTR is operational those Scout payloads requiring po2nr type orbits
can be more economically accomplished from the Shuttle. In view of the above,
the Scout launch vehicle was chosen as the basic element for all combinations
for the Scout class payloads until WTR is operational in 1983.
TABLE 12 - SCOUT CLASS PAYLOAD LAUNCH COMPARISON
LAUNCH "BODE DESCRIPTION
AVERAGE UNIT
LAUNCH COST FOR 10
SCOUT PAYLOADS 1980-
1982 - $M
SCOUT • Direct launch from ground as 5.56
expendable launch vehicle
ORBITER/SSUS-D, A • Orbiter provides payload 7.70
perigee
• SSUS stage provides circu-
larization or elliptical
orbit and plane change if
required
8.4.2	 Existing/Planned Systems
The first combinations were assembled around the existing/planned
propulsion approaches starting with the basic Orbiter with its integral OMS
tanks and Scout as discussed above, and then adding OMS kits and SS1JS-D
stage to supply added enery where required. The cost of this combination,
E-3, is plotted in bar chart format in Figure 20 and shows a total program
cost of $2.298. The addition of PMII forms Combination E-5 and reduces the
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costs to $1.75B. Employment of TRS in place of the OMS kits in E-5 con-
stitutes Combination E-1 with a total program cost or $1.608 and is the
lowest cost using existing/planned systems.
8.4.3	 New and Existing/Planned Systems
The substitution of the 4-tank bipropellant stages for TRS and
PMII in E-1, along with a SSUS-D adaptation, defines Combination C-3 with
a total program cost of $1.55B. Substitution of the 8-tank bipropellant
for the SSUS-D aaaptation in Combination C-3 defines Combination C-2 with
a total program cost of $1.48B. This is the lowest cost overall combina-
tion and also requires the fewest and simplest systems which are the basic
Orbiter with integral. OE-LS, a new modular bipropellant liquid system, and
the current Scout launch vehicle.
COMBINATION
	
COMBINATION	 _	 TOTAL COST TO LAUNCHPAVLOAOMOOEL $B
NO	 DESCRIPTION	 0	 1	 4	 6	 1	 15	 16
	
C1	 • INTtGRAI UMS
i	 • 0 T ANG HOR11	 _ _	 S1 41
• 4 TANK HORI2 IL VERT
°	 • SCOUTu
z
x	 C ]	 • INTEGRAL OMS	 Z	 Sl 55•
• 4 TANK HORII 14 VERT	 _J
_	 • 4 TANK HOR11 WITH
a	 SSUS 0
z
• SCOUT
	
E1	 • INTFGHAI OMS
• PMII	 51 608
• THS
• SSUS U
• SCOUT
E 5	 • INTEGRAL OMS
• OMS KITS
• PM 11
• SSUS D
• SCOUT
	
E ]	 • INTEGRAL OMS
• OMS KITS
• SSUS 0
• SCOUT
FIGURE 20 COST COMPARISON OF LEADING APPROACH COMBINATIONS
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r8.4.4	 Life Cycle Costs
The cumulative life cycle costs to deliver the low energy payloads
j	 were examined in order to determine the effect of timing, as well as the
magnitude of costs, in assessing the economic merits of the most attractive
combinations. The results are presented in Figure 21.
For simplicity iti illustrating the differences in life cycle costs
between various combinations of propulsion ipproaches, the Shuttle user
charge for the payloads which are common to both combinations has been
I
omitted. The upper portion of Figure 21 shows that the total program cost
savings with Combination C-2 is $121M and that this system begins to be
more cost effective early in 1983. Tf the rPT&E costs for TRS are added to
the F.-1 combination costs (as indicated by the dotted line) the cost benefit
to C-2 combination would increase to $147M. Inclusion of the PMII DDT&E
costs would further increase the C-2 combination cost benefits.
8.4.5	 Selection
Within the groundrules of this study, the most economical approach
for placing automated payloads into low energy earth orbits emerges as a
combined system consisting of three elements:
1	 • Existing Orbiter with integral OMS
• Existing Scout launch vehicle until Shuttle
is operational from WTR
o A new modular bipropellant liquid stage
The distribution of payloads to each element of the system is sun-
marized in Table 13.
The performance of this new modular liquid stage system is summarized
in Figure 22. The performance capability of the 1s and 8 tank versions cover
85% of' the low energy regime and encompass the requirements for all payloads
r after WTR is operational. If future payloads evolve with mission requirements
beyond the capability of the 8 tank version, the adaptation of the 4 tank
version, to SSUS-D and SSUS-A can extend coverage over the entire low energy
regime as indicated in the Figure.
-13
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TABLE 13 F'A i LOAD DISTRIBU'1 ivfl OF ^r LECTEL H OPULSION APPROACH
EL&I!]IT
:rt,^at^t
PAYWADS
•	 Integral OPU 16
•	 Modular Biprop•llant Liquid Stage 103
- 4 Tank Horizontal - 76
- 4 Tank Vertical - 14
- 6 Tank Horizontal - 13
•	 Scout 10
T(YfAL 129
hj^^^
V) 0131
t :kr
SPACKRAI I	 :e
MASS M6
10
71.76
1 OUC
400
I !l0
t0
1000	 2M	 XWO	 4000	 5fM10	 M1(I(1
VELOCITY INCREMENT ABOVE 296 km 1 160 nml
—l", ..-
FIGURE 22 PERFORMANCE OF SELECTED NEW MODULAR LIQUID STAGE
9.0 	 IMPL04ENTA 1014
The nominal development prog*am schedule for the selected mcdulai
liquid stage is 33 months from the authority to proceed to first launch.
The major check points and funding schedule ere shown in Figure 23. The 33
month schedule is consistent with nominal lead times for materials and test-
ing. Figure 24 shows check points and funding for a 57 month prog,rari which
features a lower funding rate without total program cost penalties.
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FIGURE 23 DEVELOPMENT AND FUNDING SCHEDULE
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FIGURE 24 DEVELOPMENT AND FUNDING SCHEDULE
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10 0	 RFCOh4 .'NPATIONS
Within the groundrules of the etudy the reccmmended approach to
launch the low energy regime payloads consist- of the basic Orbiter, new
modular liquid stage and Scout.
Based upon the analyses and evaluations performed in this study,
and emerging Shuttle payload requirements, the following additional recnm-
mendations are made.
(1) Consideration should be given to the applicability,
modifications required, and potential cost benefits
of extending the modularity of the liquid propulsion
system to produce the capability:
(a) To function as a spacecraft propulsion module for
transfer of spacecraft t3 the destination orbit
and to provide attitude ar.d orbit control propul-
sicn for the sracecraft throughout its life. The
propulsion module to bf! integrated with the space-
craft guidan:e, power and communications. Both
exrenlable and return to Shuttle for refurbishment
and reuse of the propulsion module and spacecraft
should be evaluated.
(h) To function as an independent upper stage to deliver
a spacecraft to its destination orbit and later, to
return the spacecraft to the Shuttle for refur-
bishment and reuse. In this application the system
should be considered to provide transportation
only or transportation and destination orbit support.
The options to refurbish the spacecraft and stage
and reuse from the Orbiter or from the earth should
be considered.
(c) To function as a independent upper stage capable of
spacecraft delivery or retrieval, return to the Orbiter
after spacecraft delivery or retrieval for refurbishment,
refueling and reuse from either the Shuttle orbit or
from the earth.
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